
USER AREA 
 

Q Why are my personal Details required when setting up my User Area? 
A The website needs to be able to identify each User if it is to assign and assess scorecards.   

(i) As there are more than one person with identical names an address and postcode  
is required to distinguish between them.  

(ii) To secure their User Area each person is requested to create a unique Username  
and Password.  This avoids unauthorized people gaining access and entering false 
data. 

(iii) A personal email is required to enable the website to contact you directly.   
More Importantly, it provides ADDITIONAL SECURITY for your User Area as the 
Personal Details you have provided can only be altered with a Validation Code sent 
to this address.  This additional requirement means that even if someone is able to 
access your User Area they will not be able to edit your Personal data unless they 
also have access to your email.  To maintain this security you must not disclose 
either password to anyone.  

 
Q Why does the website recommend I use my actual name as the User name? 
A The simple reason is that when participating in a pi2-fgolf competition (especially when  

involving players from different golf clubs) there is a need to recognise who the  
opponents are when results are provided.   
No two people can have the same pi2-fgolf Username so slight differences will need to be 
registered where two players have the same name. 

e.g. Paul Price 
Paul Price 001      Paul W Price (extra initial)      Paul Price AGC (golf club initials) etc. 

 
 

SCORECARDS 
 
Q Why is it recommended that I enter as many historic rounds of golf as possible when first  

accessing my User Area? 
A The website is constantly assessing what would be a NORMAL round of golf for you.  In  

order to achieve this the underlying algorithm requires as much information about your  
golf ability as possible.  It requires a minimum of THREE scorecards to make a first  
assessment but obviously this will be based on limited data. 
If however, you are able to immediately enter say TWENTY previous scorecards then your 
next round of golf will be assessed on far more data about your playing ability and thus be 
far more accurate.   

 
Q What if someone has accessed my User Area and submitted false scorecards? 
A The first thing to do is change your password to stop any further access.  Then using the  

email address you’ve previously registered with contact us identifying yourself (Name,  
Postcode).   
You must provide as much information about the unauthorized access as possible and we 
will then delete the incorrect entries you indicate. 

 
Q Why should I enter all rounds that I play? 
A The unique thing about the www.pi2-fgolf.com website is that it assesses each round to  

reflect the actual mental assessment (‘gut-feeling’) you make when walking off the final  
green.  Irrespective of the total strokes or stableford points involved it is intended to  
evaluate the thought ‘that was a good/normal/poor round’ by my standards. 
If only some rounds are entered then the player will be mentally judging the round on  
data not available to the website and so the two assessments are unlikely to be the same. 
The aim of this website is for its assessment to match that of the player’s mental  
assessment and to do this requires the same data – i.e. all rounds played. 

http://www.pi2-fgolf.com/


 
Q How does the website assess rounds involving different courses/tees? 
A The website is only ever comparing the player against the course by comparing his/her 

previous scorecards.  The player remains the same the difference in courses/tees are 
indicated when the courses are submitted.   

 The website simply uses the course/tee data to evaluate what would be a NORMAL round 
for a player based on the scorecards he/she has previously provided.   

 
Q Why does the website not require handicap details? 
A Because it only compares the player with the course played.   

As it never compares two players with each other when making its unique pi2-fgolf  
Assessment © there is never any need to equalize their differing golf abilities with their  
handicap. 

 
 

COMPETITIONS 
 
Q Why aren’t the results of the first two rounds of an eclectic competition displayed? 
A The website is examining each hole played to find the best pi2-fgolf result on each.  It  

simply needs a minimum of two entries for each hole in order to do this.  Obviously a third  
scorecard is more likely to provide greater differences for more holes. 

 
 
  
 
 


